MBK COMMUNITY CHALLENGE - SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA
ONE HOOD, ONE BROTHERHOOD

SCALING UP THREE INITIATIVES

POSITIVE YOUTH JUSTICE INITIATIVE (PYJI)
BLACK CHILD LEGACY HEALING THE HOOD (HTH) INITIATIVE
MBK YOUTH FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM

A FOCUS ON

MENTORING
RESTORATIVE JUSTICE
HEALING-CENTERED TRAUMA-INFORMED PRACTICES

PROGRAM COMPONENTS WILL SERVE:

YOUTH AGES 10 TO 15 (PRE-GANG INVOLVEMENT)
YOUTH AGES 14 TO 25 (INCLUDING GANG-INVOLVED)
YOUTH AGES 16 TO 20 (JUSTICE SYSTEM-INVOLVED)

WHAT DIFFERENCE WILL THE MBK COMMUNITY CHALLENGE GRANT MAKE IN SACRAMENTO?

This grant will allow Sacramento to do MORE.
We will:
TRANSFORM SYSTEMS
END SCHOOL-TO-PRISON PIPELINE
REDUCE BARRIERS TO OPPORTUNITIES AND SUCCESS

MULTI-TIERED INTEGRATED WRAPAROUND APPROACH

TIER III
MBK Youth Fellowship
Intensive Case-Management
Advocacy
Mentorship

TIER II
Targeted Community-based Partners
Mentorship
Academic Support
Wrap Around Support
Case-Management

TIER I
MBK Sacramento Network Partners
Mentorship
Educational Support and Enrichment
Restorative Practices
Trauma Informed Care-Health & Healing Strategies
Life Skills Development, Workforce Development
Safety

My Brother’s Keeper Sacramento Collaborative is managed by The Center.
Neighborhood-based approach targeting the seven neighborhoods in Sacramento that are disproportionately affected by race-based health, economic and youth violence disparities:

- Arden-Arcade
- North Sacramento/Del Paso Heights
- Fruitridge/Stockton Boulevard
- Meadowview
- North Highlands/Foothill Farms
- Oak Park
- Valley Hi

**COMMUNITY PARTNERS**

Community and Organizational Partners are the key to success. Partners include:

- The Center
- MBK Sacramento Collaborative
- MBK Sacramento Youth Fellows

**SUCCESS MEASURES OF THIS PROJECT WILL INCLUDE:**

- Recruitment and participation rates
- Service utilization per tier
- Primary data from youth and families
- Secondary outcome data from law enforcement, school districts and the probation office
- Youth assessments, surveys and interviews
- Numbers of crisis incidents over time

**Black Child Legacy Campaign Community Incubator**

**Lead Healing The Hood Neighborhood**

**Hub Organizations:**

- Mutual Assistance Network (Arden-Arcade)
- Roberts Family Development Center (Del Paso Heights)
- Liberty Towers/Impact Sac (North Highlands/Foothill Farms)
- Sacramento Building Healthy Communities (Fruitridge/Stockton)
- Focus on Family (Meadowview)
- Greater Sacramento Urban League (Oak Park)
- South Sacramento Christian Center (Valley Hi)

**Positive Youth Justice Initiative**

**City of Sacramento Gang Prevention and Intervention Task Force**

**Sacramento County’s Juvenile Justice Commission**

**And Advance Peace**